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aïr 20SL minimal frame sliding doors are the perfect choice 
for framing captivating views.

Engineered with super slim, bonded frames, aïr 20SL 
offers slim sightlines of just 20mm for even more glass 
and less frame.

aïr 20SL minimal frame sliding doors are available 
in a range of configurations, with 2, 3, 4, or 6 pane 
options to create boundless design possibilities. 
Plus, with the option to inlay the bottom, top and 
lateral frames.

There’s the option of single, double or triple track 
engineering to create wider openings, and aïrglide 
technology is used to make operation super smooth. 
A fixed light option is also available.

The slimline door also offers the standout performance 
aïr is known for, with superior protection from the 
elements and reliable security, with multipoint locking 
and the Ultion Sold Secure Diamond Tested cylinder 
lock as standard.

Each door sash can be up to 1500mm wide and 2800mm 
high, to offer the largest expanses of glass with minimal 
framing. It’s energy efficient too – aïr 20SL provides 
u-values as low as 1.3 W/m2K and has been tested to 
2000pa for windload and 300pa for water tightness. 

A truly refined door with impressive performance 
values, aïr 20SL also comes with a 10-year 
manufacturer’s guarantee.
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less frame, more glass
openings up to 9000mm (w) 

x 2800mm (h)

high energy efficiency
u-values up to 1.3 W/m2k

 max sash weight
up to 120kg with

easy opening

impressive weatherproofing
watertight up

to 300pa

manufacturer’s guarantee
10 years

Ultion cylinder
3-star sold secure
diamond tested

designed for large openings
panel sizes up to 1500mm (w) 

x 2800mm (h)

aïrtight
aïr permeability up to 600pa

slimmest sightlines
20mm interlock

sightline

extreme wind resistance 
windload tested up

to 2000pa

thousands of colour choices
choose any RAL colour

textured or anodised finish
for the ultimate
design choice


